** Chew **

Burly™ Chew Toys are designed for dogs of all ages who love to chew. Many dogs have a strong urge to chew and can become destructive when unable to find the appropriate chew object. Burly™ Chew Toys help reduce a dog’s boredom and destructive behavior.

- **418 Burly Fin Toss with Rope**
  - Rope helps remove soft tartar
  - Fun design easy to toss and fetch
  - Strong one piece construction

- **419D Burly Mini Barbell Chew**
  - Mini sized for small breed dogs
  - One piece construction adds to durability

- **422 Burly Tough Bone**
  - Durable material
  - Flat shape exercises jaw muscles
  - Rope helps remove soft tartar to enhance dental health

---

** Play **

Most dogs must spend some time by themselves, without their owners. Because monotony can lead to destructive behavior, it is essential that you provide your dog with appropriate toys that fight boredom and promote play when alone. SMARTPAW™ play toys use sound, textures, motion and more to attract and keep dog’s interest.

- **406D Mini Toss Ball**
  - Denim loops make ball easy to grasp and return
  - Squeaker helps signal play time!
  - Perfect size for small breed dogs

- **433 Big Squeak Ball**
  - Made of durable, natural rubber
  - Great shape to toss and carry
  - Loud squeak signals play
  - Available in two sizes!

- **405D Mini Toss Hoop**
  - Provides hours of interactive fun!
  - Crinkle sound in flags adds interest
  - Perfect size for small breed dogs
Chewing is a natural behavior for all dogs, and can be a great opportunity to enhance dental health, while reducing stress and destructive behaviors. Offering appropriate chew toys embraces your dog’s natural need to chew, while removing the tartar from teeth, massaging gums and exercising jaw muscles. SMARTPAW™ dental toys incorporate unique materials and designs to meet the chewing needs of dogs of all ages and sizes.

**407D Mini Tough Chew**
- Durable Material
- Mini sized for smaller dog
- Denim streamers and multiple textures add fun and interest

**431 Pretzel Chew**

**432 Mini Pretzel Chew**
- Durable, non-toxic solid rubber toy
- Fun shape to toss and chew
- Ridges and bumps add interest
- Offered in two sizes for small and medium/large breed dogs

**402D Rugged Chew**
- Durable material for hours of chewing fun
- Ropes remove soft tartar to enhance dental health
- Great for play!

**403 Barbell Loop Chew**
- Durable material stands up to tough chewing
- Great shape to toss and retrieve
- Multiple textures massage gums when chewed

**404D Chew Ring**
- Multiple textures massage gums when chewing
- Rope removes soft tartar to enhance dental health
- Fun to toss and retrieve!
Dental health is an essential part of a cat’s long term health. Cats often do not get the opportunity to chew crunchy items that can help remove soft tartar. SMARTPAW™ dental toys offer unique, interesting materials that enhance dental health.

451D Dental Health Chews
- Helps remove tartar and improve dental health
- Unique netting “flosses” as cat chews
- Filled with catnip and potent catnip stalks

485 BurlyKat Catnip Stuffer
- Unique Burly material can be stuffed with fresh catnip packs or treats!
  - Textured surface massages teeth and gums for enhanced dental health
  - Five catnip inserts provided

Play

Cats are very curious animals and love to play! Offering toys made of stimulating and inviting materials will help keep kitty happy and occupied when home alone. SMARTPAW™ play toys use motion, sound and fun feathers to attract and keep your cat’s interest for hours, even when home alone.

457 Bug Chase
- Three activities to keep kitty happy and interested!
- Ball track lets kitty chase and stalk her prey!
- Catnip infused butterfly

458 Feathered Boa Mouse
- Feather “boa” offers hours of fun
- Great to chase and carry
- Crinkle sound adds interest

465 Rug Bug
- Puffs on springs great to bat
- Bell sound inside adds interest
- Won’t scratch floors

Stimulate

Cats are natural predators and love to hunt and stalk their prey. Domestic cats need toys that mimic their natural environment. SMARTPAW™ toys bring nature inside to meet the needs of the modern cat!

466 Pounce ‘n Pull
- Toy can “dance” for added movement and fun!
- Great teaser toy to help keep kitty active
- Interactive play strengthens bond with your cat!